
Please make sure that the pairing process has already taken place 
successfully once in advance.

CONNECTING THE COOKTOP
BEFORE EVERY COOKING

First of all, it makes sense to reset all connections between the hob 
and app as following and then pair them again.

PAIRING OR CONNECTION
PROBLEMS?

If it cannot be ensured that the cooktop has not already saved 
connections, please carry out Instructions C first.

ONE-TIME PAIRING OF
THE COOKTOP



If it cannot be ensured that the cooktop has not already saved 
connections, please carry out Instructions C first.

ONE-TIME PAIRING OF
THE COOKTOP



LOAD CUCINIALE APP
FROM THE APP STORE
It is usually sufficient to enter “Cuciniale” in the search field and 
then select “CUCINIALE APP” in the suggestions.
The download can be started directly via the "Get" button in the 
preview (this must be confirmed depending on your settings)
 

GET



The view and position of the app on your device can vary 
depending on the number of apps installed.

OPEN THE
CUCINIALE APP



You can pair your devices with any recipe right before 
cooking for the first time. So just find your favorite!

SELECT A DESIRED
RECIPE



Read through additional details, take a look at the 
list of ingredients, adjust the number of servings 
and tap on 'Cook'. If necessary, you can then adjust 
further settings like cooking time.
(On the iPhone, you can access the list of ingredients 
via the 'Ingredients' tab)

CHECK DETAILS
AND GET GOING



Prepare all the ingredients according to the step-by-step instructions.
PROFESSIONAL TRICK: Long tap on 'Confirm' to get the option to 
skip all preparation steps.
In addition, by swiping left or right, you can view future or past steps 
again for your conveience.

PREPARE
INGREDIENTS



If you haven't added a hob yet, just tap the button 
at the bottom of the screen.

PAIR A NEW
COOKTOP



EXAMPLE SELECTION

Select the hob that you want to pair and don't forget to always 
confirm the selection for your own safety.

SELECT YOUR COOKTOP
AND CONFIRM



Due to the built-in safety timer, the hob may switch itself off if no further 
confirmation is given within 10 seconds. However, this is not a problem and 
the coupling process is unaffected. Simply switch the hob back on and 
follow the instructions.

TURN COOKTOP
ON



As soon as the chef's hat is pressed, confirm in the app and 
the pairing process begins.
IMPORTANT: Agree to the request from iOS to pair this device!

ACTIVATE
PAIRING-MODE



You can now simply select your hob directly from this list every time. Then confirm.
PROFESSIONAL TRICK: You can add other devices here and later choose any of them.

THE DEVICE IS NOW
PAIRED



If you are really quick, the hob can still be switched on from the pairing process, 
then simply switch it off and then on again.
The point next to the digital display of the fan means that your pairing was 
successful. If a 'flickering' is visible here, go to Chapter C of this manual.

SWITCH THE DEVICE
ON AGAIN



Choose the cooking zone on which you have placed your cookware and on which 
you want to cook intelligently.
PROFESSIONAL TIP: The automatic pan recognition shows you a '0' above the 
slider of the cookzone which you have placed your cookware on.

SELECT
COOKZONE

EXAMPLE SELECTION



Move the slider for the cookzone you want to cook on to any value 
to confirm your selection.

CONFIRM
COOKZONE



By tapping the chef's hat, our intelligent automatic 
cooking is activated on the hob.
The app now takes control of this zone.

ACTIVATE COOKING
INTELLIGENCE



If you haven't added a sensor yet, just tap the button 
at the bottom of the screen.

PAIR A NEW
SENSOR



Choose the sensor you want to pair and don't forget to 
confirm the selection for security reasons.
Since our sensors send a constant coupling signal, you 
don't have to do anything else and the sensor is added directly.

SELECT A SENSOR
AND CONFIRM



You can now simply select your sensor directly from this list each time. Then confirm.
Since you can only cook with one sensor at the moment, you cannot add another one.

THE DEVICE IS
NOW PAIRED



To wake up the sensor from stand-by mode and connect it, simply press the button on its tip.
The app automatically registers a successful activation.

TURN ON SENSOR
AT THE TOP



You can use the 'Status' button to check the status of your devices at any time and get 
further help with problems.
Don't forget to confirm each step or wait until the app informs you that something 
needs to be done.
PROFESSIONAL TRICK: If you have activated alarm signals for notifications in iOS, you 
will never miss a cooking step and you can relax and devote yourself to other things.
You can also switch between automatic and manual control by tapping the fan symbol 
in the app, which enables you to remotely control the cooktop extractor.

HAVE FUN WITH
COOKING!!!



Please make sure that the pairing process has already taken place 
successfully once in advance.

CONNECTING THE COOKTOP
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The view and position of the app on your device can vary 
depending on the number of apps installed.

OPEN THE
CUCINIALE APP



You can pair your devices with any recipe right before 
cooking for the first time. So just find your favorite!

SELECT A DESIRED
RECIPE



Read through additional details, take a look at the 
list of ingredients, adjust the number of servings 
and tap on 'Cook'. If necessary, you can then adjust 
further settings like cooking time.
(On the iPhone, you can access the list of ingredients 
via the 'Ingredients' tab)

CHECK DETAILS
AND GET GOING



Prepare all the ingredients according to the step-by-step instructions.
PROFESSIONAL TRICK: Long tap on 'Confirm' to get the option to 
skip all preparation steps.
In addition, by swiping left or right, you can view future or past steps 
again for your conveience.

PREPARE
INGREDIENTS



If a hob is not yet displayed, please go to Chapter A of this manual 
and follow the instructions.
PROFESSIONAL TRICK: You can add further devices here at any time 
and later choose any of them. For this, too, see Chapter A of these instructions.

SELECT YOUR PREVIOUSLY
PAIRED DEVICE



The point next to the digital display of the fan means that your pairing was 
successful. If a 'flickering' is visible here, go to Chapter C of this manual.

SWITCH THE 
DEVICE ON



Choose the cooking zone on which you have placed your cookware and on which 
you want to cook intelligently.
PROFESSIONAL TIP: The automatic pan recognition shows you a '0' above the 
slider of the cookzone which you have placed your cookware on.

SELECT
COOKZONE

EXAMPLE SELECTION



Move the slider for the cookzone you want to cook on to any value 
to confirm your selection.

CONFIRM
COOKZONE



By tapping the chef's hat, our intelligent automatic 
cooking is activated on the hob.
The app now takes control of this zone.

ACTIVATE COOKING
INTELLIGENCE



If a sensor is not yet displayed, please go to Chapter A of this manual 
and follow the instructions on how to add one.
Since you can only cook with one sensor at the moment, you cannot add another one.

SELECT YOUR PREVIOUSLY
PAIRED DEVICE



To wake up the sensor from stand-by mode and connect it, simply press the button on its tip.
The app automatically registers a successful activation.

TURN ON SENSOR
AT THE TOP



You can use the 'Status' button to check the status of your devices at any time and get 
further help with problems.
Don't forget to confirm each step or wait until the app informs you that something 
needs to be done.
PROFESSIONAL TRICK: If you have activated alarm signals for notifications in iOS, you 
will never miss a cooking step and you can relax and devote yourself to other things.
You can also switch between automatic and manual control by tapping the fan symbol 
in the app, which enables you to remotely control the cooktop extractor.

HAVE FUN WITH
COOKING!!!



First of all, it makes sense to reset all connections between the hob 
and app as following and then pair them again.

PAIRING OR CONNECTION
PROBLEMS?



PROFESSIONAL TRICK: By tapping and holding the hob image, a 
dialog appears in which you can remove the respective device.
Incidentally, this also works with sensors.

REMOVE COOKTOP(S)
FROM THE APP



The view and position of the app on your device can vary 
depending on the number of apps installed.

Open iOS
Settings



Go to “Bluetooth” in the settings and then tap the “i” symbol next to the hob.

REMOVE BLUETOOTH
CONNECTIONS IN iOS

Habanero



To do this, click on the "Forget This Device" button and confirm this.
Now pair the device again as described in the usage tutorials on 
www.cuciniale.com/hilfe 

DELETE THE COOKTOP
FROM THE LIST

Habanero



Go back to chapter 'A-6' in this manual and try pairing again.
If you continue to have problems go to 'C-1' again but do the 
COMPLETE chapter including 'C-5 & 6'.

IS IT
WORKING?



HINT: There are no steps for this inside the APP

TURN YOUR 
COOKTOP ON



Hold the chef's hat down (approx. 10 seconds) until you hear a long beep and 'Clr' 
lights up in the digital display.
NOTE: Ignore the double beeping and keep the button pressed until you hear a 
continuous beep!
This will delete ALL connections on the hob! Other devices also have to be 
re-paired afterwards!

DELETE THE COOKTOP
MEMORY



In cases this tutorial couldn‘t help you, get in contact with us at 
www.cuciniale.com

STILL DOESN‘T
WORK?


